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An Opinion Worth Having Is Worth Printing

Tickets Are On Sale Today for “The Ship”

M OKTAK

A IM IK

STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

FIGURES SHOW
MORE STUDENTS

OR. SCHENCK GIVING
FORESTRY LECTURES

TUESDAY, JANUARY 12, 1926

Saint Charles Tilt
Results in Net Loss
A net loss of more than twentyfour dollars for the MontanaMount St. Charles game played
here last Saturday is reported by
Mike Thomas, auditor of student
organizations. The complete state
ment is as follows:
Income
Gate R eceip ts____ ............$115.25
Expenses
G uarantee.$125.00
Officials ..............’ 7.50
Ticket Sellers .... 4.00
3.00
139.50
Placards .......

VOLUME XXV. NUMBER 23.

GEICK PICKS STAFF OLSEH PLATERS GIVE
AT
FORJNTER PUT

{HEADS FROWN
E

Completion of the cast for “lee- j Seat Sale for St. John Ervine’s
Drama. “The Ship,” Starts
bound,” the major winter-quarter
Clapp and ASUM President
Registration Report Reveals
in Main Hail
production of the Montana Masquers, I
Say System Is Success;
Increased Enrollment for
was announced by Carl Glick, head of
Jfeeds Faculty Approval
Winter Quarter
the University dramatic department,
Thursday night. More than 40 stu
With the presentation of “The
dents tried for parts, and the material Ship,” St. John Ervine’s latest dra
was of such promise that it was matic composition, Wednesday evening | Heaiid’ed ns a success by President
Student enrollment for the winter
necessai•y to hold an extra session aj the Liberty theater, the Moroni [ Clapp, Oscar Dahlberg, ASUM presi
quarter shows an increase of 103
for try -outs ■before a final choice
students over the autumn figures,
Olsen PlnycTs will make their second | dent, and a vast majority of the
could be made.
student body, the fate o f the proctor
according to information received from
appearance in Missoula this season.
According to Mr. Glick, those
system which worked satisfactorily
the business office. The entire en
Tickets for the production may be
during final examinations last quarter,
chosen are showing unusual enthus
rollment in the university a t the close
purchased in Main hall and reserved
Loss ............ .................... $ 24.25 iasm and the prospects are bright for seats may be secured at the Liberty- now rests with the faculty.
of the winter registration period is
Adopted by the students shortly
a good play. Understudies to the
1,335. Of this number 758 arc men
Wilma office in the Smead-Simons
before time for examinations the
principals have been chosen and they
and 577 are women.
building.
proctor
system was the first attempt
will
study
with
the
rest
of
the
cast.
Approximately 152 students with
“The Ship” concerns a wealthy made by the university to curb the
Rehearsals began last Friday and will
drew from school during the autumn
English family of high standing and
cheating
evil, which was declared by
continue
every
night
until
the
presen
quarter* and seven of them arc re 
nfluence brought about by successful
tation of the play.
some to- have been prevalent in many
registered.
Scholastic " deficiency
business ventures. The story deals
departments
and schools. That the
“Icebound”
Wins
Prize
caused 42 men and ten women to
with the struggle of Jack Thurlow
“Icebound,” by Owen David, won
plan is a success is vouchsafed by
leave school, four of whom were re
to assert Ms own nature. Jack is
President
Clapp
and Dahlberg, though
the
Pulitzer
prize
for
plays
in
2923.
admitted. To date 41 new students
more of an idealist than his father,
It had a long rim on Broadway and
the student president was not en
and 72 former students have entered
John Thurlow, a 'prominent ship
Dean
A.
L.
Stone,
of
the
School
of
thusiastic
in
commending
the system.
has
been
presented
with
consistent
the university this quarter.
Journalism, was elected secretary success throughout the United States. builder, and is unable to combine his
Decline In Cheating
idealism with the practical. *■ “Men
and
treasurer
o
f
the
Association
of
It
is
vividly
dramatic,
yet
garnished
“There
was
a
decided
decline in
SHORT COURSE MEN ELECT
slaves of machines, and machines
American Schools and Departments with enough clever comedy to make
the number of students reported for
C. CROCKER PRESIDENT
killing men” is his explanationof Journalism a t the annual meeting it intensely human. I t is acknowl
cheating,” President Clapp said
of the organization held in New York edged one of the finest plays ever of his desire to break away from yesterday in. discussing the success
Crayton Crocker of Kooskia, Ida.,
his father’s business and to live' a
December 28, 1925.
written concerning a portion of true
of the system.
“I
think it
was elected president, U. J. Post, of
According to the Dean this is the American life. The play will be given life of his own.
worked rather satisfactorily.” Dr.
Denver, Colo., secretary-treasurer
Outstanding Characters
best
meeting
th
at
the
Association
a t the Liberty theater February 17.
Clapp expressed doubt as to whether
and John B. Stocking, of Ithaca, N.
The outstanding characters in the the system would be continued, saying
has held, since large newspapers ftre
The Cast
Y., a member of the executive board,
frankly recognizing the advantage of Henry Jordan..... ..Lawrence Ulvcstad cast are Moroni Olesn in the part the plan had not been approved by
a t a meeting of the short course class
of John Thurlow; Byron Foulger as the- ’f aculty and that several of the
journalistic
training
and
are
urging
Emma,
his
wife-----------.Frances
Eige
la s t Wednesday evening a t 6:30.
the adoption of journalism yin the col Nettie, her da ugh ter....Mary Jo Dixon the son and Janet Young as old Mrs. student proctors had expressed the
Plans for the dual athletic meet
lege curricflum.
Sadie, a widow— .....Elizabeth McCoy Thurlow. The parts taken by these opinion that furthur p roc tori ng should
between the short course men and
Membership in the organization is Orin, her son— ....___ ...Edward Orr actors in “Pygmalion,“George- Bernard’ be done by the instructors.
the regular students were discussed.
limited
to
the
schools
offering
courses
Ella Jordan............... E sther Skylstead Shaw's comedy, with which the players . “The system was a success,” said
The short course students have al
in journalism. Several new members Dr. Curtiss.... .........Emil Bloomenthal appeared in Missoula last fall, may Dahlberg, “but I believe it was a
ready started to assist the regular
were
added
a
t
the
last
meeting
and
Jane
Crosby........ ...... Dorotha Garvin be recalled: Moroni Olsen as Henry success only through the students*
students in preparations for the F or
several changes were made in the Judge Bradford............. Harold Reely Higgins, the phonetics expert; Janet increased* fear of being caught.”
estry ball.
Young ns Eliza Doolittle, the flower
constitution. The following offeers Ben Jordan.............................. Xeonard Brewer
Refuses to Disclose Names
girl, and Byron Fonlger a s Alfred
were elected to serve for the coining Hannah............................................Sarah Mersbbn
Neither President Clapp nor Dahl
MRS. CLAPP TO SPEAK
year: President, Joseph S. Meyers, Jim ........................ .............. Adolph Still Doolittle, her father.
berg would dtsclos^ the exact number
The Moroni Olsen Players are or the names of the offenders caught,Ohio State University; vice-presto
Mrs. Charles II. Clapp will speak
known as the first circuit repertory ,however* charges of suspicion have
dent, L. N. Flint, Kansas, and sec
to the members of the Home Eco
company.
As conceived and organized been placed against the majority.
retary and treasurer, A. L. Stone, ‘
nomics club on “A Day a t Home,** VARIED COURSES OFFERED
by Moroni Olsen the company consists Piesident Clapp signified a desire to
University of Montana. Dean Stone I
IN GIRLS’ P.E. CLASS
Thursday, January 14, in Room 313,
of
a
compact
organization of actors have a student committee meet with
formerly occupied the position of
Natural Science -building a t 7:30.
and stage craftsmen, whose entire a committee of faculty, members to
vice-president of the Association.
‘‘Gymnasium classes for girls are
Refreshments will be served follow
crests
are
devoted to play pro I decide the advisability of continuing
As one of the speakers on the pro-1
unusually diversified this quarter,
ing the meeting.
A University calendar is issued grom Dean Stone was allotted a cer
KUOM will participate in the In  duction and whose purpose is to pre proctoritog by students.
instruction being given in basketball,
weekly
by
Mrs
J.
E.
Miller,
secretary
ternational
Radio
week,
January
24~
sent
a
repertory
season of worth
tain length of . time in which to de
clogging, folk dancing, aesthetic danc
VIVIAN D. CORBLY
ing, apparatus and fencing,” said Mary of the calendar board, which meets liver his address. lie was afterw ard] to 30, by broadcasting 15-minute while plays over a wide itinerary each
at
the
_
end
of
each
quarter
to
programs
on
the
evenings
of
the
29th
year. They have already produced CLAPP ADDRESSES
asked to speak a t the afternoon ses- j
Laux, head of the women’s depart
HONORED IN EAST
determine dates for major events of | sion, but was unable to do so. While I and 30th. Special programs, which such plays as Shaw’s “Candida,”’
HELENA MEETING
of Physical Education.
B Y MARINE LEAGUE ment
the
following
quarter.
The
purpose
allow
of
the
frequent
announcement
Milne’s “Mr. Pim Passes By,” Ervine’s
in New York he covered the run of
During the holidays the floor was
OF SCHOOL CHIEFS'
of the calendar is to acquaint students, his son, Percy Stone, of the New! of the KUOM call letters, have been “Jane Clegg,” O’Neill’s “Beyond the
sanded,
varnished
and
waxed,
and
Vivian D. (Crab) Corbly, ’25, lias
faculty and the community with York Herald-Tribune, and wrote a I arranged for these nights.
Horizon” and Barry’s “You and I.”
regular
class
work
began
yesterday.
“Too ready acceptance of scientific
been appointed national Chief of
University activities.
Special long distance broadcasting]
Appear in Leading Cities
story on the docking' of the steamship
announcements” formed the basis of
Staff of the Marine' Corps League, by
Copies of the weekly calendar are Homeric. .
tests will be conducted by American
The players are appearing in the a talk delivered by President C. II.
National Commandant John A. Le FEBRUARY 27 DATE SET
sent
to
the
various
hotels
and
tea
and
European
stations
during
the
first
leading
cities
of
the
northwest,
their
FOR NORTH HALL DANCE
•Teune,
to a recent press
rooms, to the faculty, to the schools
five nights of the week. American itinerary including ten Montana Cities, Clapp to the meeting of county su
report. The league is a national or
stations will transmit special pro Missoula, Kalispell, Butte. Helena, perintendents- held in Helena last
Miss H arriet Larson was chosen in thevcity and are posted in Univer
ganization of men who served with
sity buildings, as well as printed in
grams to overseas listeners between G reat Falls, Lewistown, Livingston, j week. I)r. Clapp further suggested
or who a t present are members of the AWS representative a t the first meet the Monday Missoulian, Sentinel and
the hours of 10 and 11, and American Billings. Bozeman and Dillon. The a danger *ofl oifer-specialization on
ing of the year at N orth hall Monday
marine corps.
Kaimin. Conflicts in dates have been
listeners will hear European pro Missoula performances of. the group | the grounds that the specialist may
Corbly, who was editor of the evening. Mrs. Theodore Brantley, much reduced by the calendar.
For Week of January 11 grams
from 11 to 12. Canadian and arc sponsored by the Montana Mas not be caimble of grasping the whole
Kaimin in 1025, graduated from the social director of the hall, gave the
to
January
17
The calendar board is composed of
Mexican stations will remain silent quers and the American Association purpose 6 t education.
School of Journalism last June. After girls a short talk on conduct.
Touching on the apparent desire of
Mrs.
H
arriet
Sedman,
Dean
of
Women
during
these tests.
of University Women. They will
Plans for the North hall dunce were
working several months on the MisTuesday, January 12
and ,chairman of the board; Mrs.
On Friday, January 20, a change in make only <me more a;ppearanoe her present-day students for education,
soulian staff he was appointed editor discussed and the date set for Febru William Wayne, program director of
he stated that they seek knowledge
Change
of
Enrollment—Beginning
the
plan
will
be
made.
The
.silent
of the DAV Weekly, published at ary 27. The party is an annual affair, the University radio station; Helen with' today a hcarge of $1 will lie hour will be divided into four 15- this season, Maneh 23, when th<py Wi not for Itself, but as applied to life
present a e<>stuui e play, Paul K ester’
Cincinnati, Ohio. He is a member and will be formal for women*.
Newman, secretary to the president; made for each change of enrollment. minute periods during which stations historical romam>e, “F riend Ha nnab. problems. Friendships, he said, are
of the Templar fraternity and Sigma
Carl Glick, dramatic coach and Mrs.
Colloquium—Dr. Edward E. Ben in each standard time zone will ' Student tick*ts -foir “The Ship based on the superficial aspects of
Delta Chi.
life, not on intellectual similarities.
VARSITY TO OFFER
Miller, secretary to the dean of women nett, Department of History, will r e  broadcast, while all other stations
iy be procured in Main hail fo This situation he referred to as the
view “The History of the American will remain silent. On Saturday, Jan 
and to the hoard.
AWARDS FOR HIGH
c and $1.00.
bottom of many educational probFORESTRY MEN HOLD
Frontier
from
1703
to
1893,’
.
’
Pulit
uary 30, the hour will be aguin divid
SHOTS IN TOURNEY
prize history for 1925, by P ro  ed, allowing the Canadian, northern
FIRST WINTER MEET
LIBRARY ATTENDANCE zer
fessor
F.
L.
Paxon.
Home
Eco
United States, southern United HOME ECONOMICS
Two loving cups ant] three medul#
States, and Mexican and Cuban sta
Short Course students and new will be given to high scorers for the IS UNUSUALLY LARGE nomics laboratory, 4:15 p. m.
INSTRUCTOR EDITS UNIVERSITY BAND
tions to send out programs.
freshmen swelled the attendance of Girls’ Rifle team this year, according
Wednesday, January 13
GETS NEW MEMBERS
Library statistics for the Autumn
ANNUAL CIRCULAR
The following program was broad
the first Forestry club meeting of the to an announcement by Agnes Getty,
Spanish Club Meeting—“The Span
w inter quarter, held last Wednesday manager. All University women 'are quarte i> show n large circulation of ish Short Story,” Professor B. E. cast last night:
“More pieces and better quality of
Miss Helen Gleason, instructor in music will feature the Montana Grizzly
evening in the Forestry' library. Each urged to try out immediately ns a books among the. students. The at- Thomas; Spanish song, Olga Bakkcby, Soprano Solo:
the Home Economics department and band this quarter.” said Albert Hoel(a) Could My Song With Birds
man present stood up and introduced process of elimination will soon be tendan ce of students n the reading Room 205, Law building, 7:30 p. m.
room ’or the past thre c months was
Be Vying .................... Ilahn president of the Montana Home Eco scher, bond director, yesterday. Many
himself, making the meeting a general started.
Interfraternity Council Meeting—
00,804 and in the reser ed book read- Sigma Chi house, 340 University av
(b) Snowflakes ..........
Cowen nomics Association, has just com new* students have registered for band
get-together affair.
Dean T. C.
Members of the team will be select
pleted editing an eighteen-page news in preference to regular ROTC work.
Spaulding, Dr. C. A. Schenek and ed on the basis of records made after ing room 7,305.
Mrs. Leila Paxson Ilalc
enue, 6 p.- m.
Circulation
of
seven
day
books
d
u
r-:
letter for the Association. This let This will add much to’ the quality of
Philip Neff, logging engineer in the two practices, when three trial shoots
Moroni Olson players present “The Brief Renews of Some of the New
ter features the activities of high music,according to Iloclscber. because
X'nited States forest service*, were will be held. The high 15 contestants ing the quarter numbered for students Ship” by St. John Ervine, auspices
Books
school departments as well as report most of the-members are talented in
the principal speakers of the evening. will compose the team, of'which the 0,395, for faculty 829. The circula A. A. U. W. and Masquers’ Club.
Miss Elizabeth Powell, Librarian,
ing business o f the annual meeting of instrumentation.
Dean Spaulding’s address was a high i0 ' will shoot in meets. At the tion at the loan desk was 8,237 books Liberty theater, 8:15 p. m.
Missoula Public Librarythe- Montana Home Economics Assowelcome to the new freshmen and conclusion of the season, the high and 2407 bound magazines. The re
Instrumental Trio:
Concerts have been .arranged for,
Thursday, January 14
iation, and is technical in matter.
short course men, Dr. Schenck talked scorer for the team will receive a sil served book desk handled 14,009
(a) Schubert’s Serenade
and will be announced in Friday’s
Home Economics Club Meeting—
Copies of the letter will be sent Kaimin. A state -tour is being con
on ‘’The Spirit of Forestry,” and Mr. ver loving cup, the second high scorer books. Patrons of the loan desk used Mrs. C. H. Clapi> will-talk on “A Day
(b) Andante ..........
Beethoven
to all home economics teachers in the sidered.
Neff on the Pacific Coast logging a bronze cup, while third, fourth and 7,890 and at the reserved book desk at Home,” Room 312, Natural Sci
(c) Dear Little Boy of Mine.....
14,143.
congress and the. importance of the fifth in scoring will receive medals.
_______
Ball state.* About twenty complimentary
ence hall, 7:30 p. m.
copies will be sent to educators and
logging engineer in the forest indus
Hazel
Tietjen
Forbis,
Pianist
Practices will be held a t the same
j Quardon Meeting—Alpha Xi Delta
home economic^ leaders throughout COMMANDER OF DAV
try .
Following the talks, “Bud” hours as last quarter, and may also PHARMACISTS’ DANCE
Thula Toole Weisel, Violinist
| house, 500 Eddy, 5 p. m.
GETS NEW POSITION
the country.
Golden, Aubrey Houston and F ritz be held during the men’s hours if the
Russell N. Cunningham, Cellist
Lust day for filing applications for
PLANNED
FOR
FRIDAY
The Association exchanges news
Nelson entertained with a selection rifles are not in use, Miss Getty says.
degrees or certificates without pay Montana Fuct Talk, No. 9
letters
with
the
Ne\v
England,
IlliEugene
Callaghan, state command
of songs and comic recitations. The
Soprano Solo:
The first matoh will be against
The annual Pharmacy ball, given by ment of $5 fee.
8, Missouri, Minnesota, California er of the Disabled American Veterans
meeting closed with a venison feed, O.AC. during the week ending Febru
(a) Horae, Sweet Home
Radio Program, KUOM—Musical
members of the Pharmacy school will
and
Oregon
Home
EcouOinics
Associ
of
the
World
W ar,who was graduated
which was donated by Ray Bowers, ary G.
(b) Selected
be held Friday, January 15, at the program by Miss Margaret Jones.
ations..
from the School of Business Adminis
a senior in the forestry school.
Hazel Tietjen Forbis
Esther Rogers, Ruth Shaughnessy
W inter Gurden.
tration
at
the
end of the fall quarter,
WORDEN ISSUES LAST CALL
Sheridan’s sevens piece orchestra and Mr. Richard Smith. Radio talk, Josephine Hunt Forbis, Accompanist
has been appointed contact officer for
QUADRONS TO ENTERTAIN
MONTANA GRADUATE
FOR SENIOR PHOTOGRAPHS will furnish music for the dance, “Some Fictions We Invent About
the
Montana
Welfare
commission at
FROSH
WOMEN
SUNDAY
which will he an informal affair. The Ourselves,” Professor F. O. Smith, BANKER WILLS RESIGNS;
WRITES GLAND PAPER
Helena.
Callaghan's position was
CLASS TO HANDLE WORK
Seniors who return to sehbol this favors will be furnished by the Ar-’ Department of Psychology; 8 p. in.
wo mien's orgnniz- formerly held by John W. Mahan, a
Quadrons.
senior
Friday, January 15
Robert X. Oslund, ’20, now on the quarter will have until January 25 inond company and unique programs
Banker Wills, assistant business at ion, will give their• a nuuni tea Sun- graduate of the Law* school who is
Pharmacy Ball—W inter Garden, 9
faculty of the University of Illinois, to get their pictures taken for the have been provided by the committee
manager of the Kaimin last quarter, day. Jamuiry 17, iin honor of the now national, commander of the- or
p. m.
in a paper given before the American Sentinel,' according to Bob Worden, in charge.
has
resigned from the Kaimin staff. freshimen women. The tea iwill be ganization.
Saturday, January 16
Tickets may be secured now at
Society of Experimental Biology Editor. When the pictures arc taken
Kappa Kappa Gamma Pledge No successor will be appointed.until given at Dean Sedman’s home at 501
meeting a t Cleveland, proved the it is requested that each one turn in South' hall and the student store.
CO-ED ATHLETES PLAN
next
quarter, the work being taken Eddy avenue, from 3 to 0 o'c•lock.
Thursday and Friday, tickets will be Dance—W inter Garden, 9 p. m.
fallacy of attempted rejuvenation by an activity list.
TOURNAMENT SCHEDULE
Alpha Xi Delta Pledge Dance— care of by the class in advertising j „ Helen Groff has, been appointed
the transplanting of glands. .Oslund's
Two thirds of the book is on the on sale in Main hall.
chairman
of
the
tea.
The
committees
under
Dean
Stone
and
Jack
Coulter;
The Tavern, 9 p. m.
paper attracted • national attention .printers shelf and the engraving is
Plans
fur a women’s 'basketball
business manager of the Kaimin. At in charge are: food,Ruth Boren,
Sunday, January 17
Harold S. Hepner, who graduated
and received a good deal of publicity. practically finished. “With no set
tournament will be discussed by repre
Quadrons’ Tea—Home of Dean the end of the wintei quarter the Katherine KSeley, Elizabeth Fritz;
Oslund, whose home was in Great. backs it should be out by May 1,” from the School of Journalism in
sentatives
of the various women’s
December, left for Walla Walla last Harriet Rankin Sedman, 501 Eddy winter quarter the member o f ' the serving, Gertrude Lemire, Geraldine
Falls, took a B.A. in Biology in 1020, says Worden.
advertising class who shows the most Adams, Gertrude McCarthy and social organizations at a meeting to
week to work as a reporter on the avenue, 3-0 p. m.
going to the University of Chicago
be
held
in
the women’s gymnasium
proficiency will be chosen to fill the Imogene Newton; receiving line,
where he held an assistant’s position
Victor Warnock of Wilsall, ex-’28, Walla Walla Bulletin. Mr. Ilepncr
Dorothy Dixon; decorations, Lauretta at 5 o’clock this afternoon.
Eleanor McBarren, ex ’28, of Butte
for three years. He then went to was a visitor at the Templar house was Advertising manager of the
The tournament was not held last
Members of the class will be re  W ills; invitations, Agn^s Getty; pub
Vanderbilt 'University where he during the past week. He is on his Kaimin during 1923-24, Business has arrived in Missoula to act as
studied for two years, later going to \vay to Portland, where he will work manager 1924-25 and Managing shorthand and typewriting instructor quired to collect bills, see old adver licity, Mary Kirkwood and Ann year as AWS voted against It, however
the sport will be reinstated this year.
Nilson.
tisers and solicit new ones.
the University of Illinois.
at the Missoula Business College.
Editor the winter quarter of 1925.
with the Packard Motor company.
Investigation
Is Authorized
State Board of
Education

By

Dr. C. A. Schenck, noted German
forester, is giving a series of lectures
on the conditions of forestry in Ger
many and the application of the new
er scientific data to American condi
Investigation into the cost of ad
tions,
a t the School of Forestry this
ministration of the four units of the
Greater University of Montana was quarter. There are about 50 for
begun yesterday by a committee com esters from the local region attending
posed of Judge W. B. Rhodes of Dr. Schenck’s ' lectures, which are
Great Falls, C. F. Foot of Kalispell
given from 5:15 to 6:00 o’clock each
and M. C. Deitrich of Helena. The
committee will be assisted in the work evening. The students of the School
by President Clapp and Chancellor of Forestry and all those interested
Brannon. Probing of the functions in a study of present European eco
and proceedure of the registrar’s , nomic conditions are invited to a t
office, which will be the first de tend. The lectures are given in the
partm ent inspected, should be com forestry auditorium.
pleted within the next day or so.
Schenck Prominent Forester
Committee Appointed By Board
Dr. Schenck, who was associated
The committee in charge of the
with
Gifford Pincbot, B. E. Fernow
investigation was appointed by the
State Board of Education last October and Fiiibert Roth, “the fathers of
forestry
in the United States,” is a
to make a thorough study ,o f ad
ministration expenses a t all of the man of international 'reputation and
one
who
has lectured before univers
institutions of the University of Mon
tana. Members of tine committee ities in most of the European coun
tries.
He
had charge of the huge
will go to the School of Mines a t Butte
following the completion of the'exami Vanderbilt estate at Biltmore, N. C.,
from 1894 to 1914. While a t Bilt
nation here.
more he established the first forest
school in the United States, known as
FRESHMEN PLAN DANCE
FOR SOPHOMORE CLASS the Biltmore forest school, and there
trained a number of men in the pro
Plans for the freshman dance to be fession.
“Montana’s school of forestry has
given Friday, January 22, in honor
of melnbers of the sophomore class an opportunity to become the greatest
are rapidly progressing, according to school of its sort in the United
John Bolton, president of the fresh States,” Dr. Schenck says. “I t has
man class. The dance, which will the proper leadership under President
be given at the W inter Garden, will Clapp and Dean T. C. Spaulding; it
be strictly informal and all University has the best location of any school,
students are welcome to attend. and its splendid working field, con
Ethlyn Parsons is in charge of all sisting of nearby forests, has no equal
arrangements and Jim Barnes is in in the east.”
charge of the programs and tickets.

Dean Stone Elected
National Secretary
o f News Association

University Calendar
to Be Issued Weekly

KUOM Will Observe
Special Radio Week

CALENDAR

THE

The Montana Kaimin
Published ecmi-weekly by the Associated Students of
the University of Montana.
Entered as second-class matter at Missoula, Montana,
under act of Congress of March 3, 1870.
Subscription price $2.50 per year.

Editor._________________________ Woodard Dutton
Associate Editors............... Ann Nilsoii, Eddie Iteeder,
Winifred Wilson, Louis Stevens
Business Manager...... .......... — Jack E. Coulter
Sports Editor...... ........... .................. Wilfred Fehlhabcr
Assistant Sports Editor......................... George Wilson
Circulation Manager ...... - ..... —Robert MacKenzie

In Retrospect
ESULTS of the nation-wide poll
taken recently on the World Court
leave little room for doubt as to the
feeling of colleges and universities
throughout the country regarding the
question of America's entrance into the
Tribunal. Of a total of over 120,000 votes,
exclusive of minor partisan groups, 93,799
were favorable in terms probably accept
able to the administration, 7,884 voted for
the strong reservations of Senator Borah
and 18,940 were against the Court.
The vote is highly significant for sev
eral reasons. In the first place it repre
sents the first intelligent consensus ever
taken at large from institutions of higher
learning on a question of international im
portance. Second, the fact that so many
students voted either in the negative or
for the Borah plan indicates that the issue
was given careful consideration. In the
third place and perhaps most important of
all, as indicative of the feelings of the
coming generation it sheds an illuminative
and interesting light on American policies
for the future.

R
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KAIMIN

246 for and 4 against may ultimately have
Montana Fight
some influence on Congressional delibera
M uscle Bound
tions, the effort to achieve a lasting spirit
February 4, 1922
A thousand shouting mortals
of unity among college students must have
Ha who sleeps feels not the
hemmed in the ten fighting forms on
lasting results.
toothache.—Shakespeare.
the floor of the old gymnasium.
In the place of the old attitude of laissez
The red of the Vandal and the
faireism, which afforded students oppor
maroon of the Grizzly were mixing
in breath taking fray.
tunity for little or no voice in shaping ed
Twenty-two times Idaho had tasted
ucational policies or for expressing opin
the sweet of victory and never the
ions on political and economic questions,
bitter of defeat in their basketball
season.
it has brought about a realization both of
But, now, a snarling Grizzly barred
the need for active participation in the
the way to supremacy.
construction of curricula and of the power
The budding shreiked and moaned
with the anguish of an excited crowd.
of a mobilized college opinion. As pos
sible means of attaining better unity among
Time and again, the Vandal offense
the students of this country the conference
; split on that Montana stonewall—
suggested the establishment of scholar
The Marked Deck
Steve Sullivan. Until . . . four fouls
forced him from the floor.
ships between the colleges of America and They call it wisdom,
Vandal 10, Grizzly 3.
Europe, similar to the Rhodes and Da To learn and live;
To take what fate or the profs might | A swirling, blood thirsty attack that
vison awards, and better cooperation be
left Idaho but one point ahead at the
give.
tween faculty and undergraduates on mat To ask no questions
| half.
ters relating to arrangement' of courses of To make no plea;
like the devil and wait I The second half.
study, student government and adminis To work
Ahern lying still on the shoe scarred
patiently.
tration of discipline.
court amidst living silence.
Then
In four short years
up . . . and back in the battle while
In connection with these two suggestions (They told me so)—
it was pointed out that a permanent bu I could get a degree and in time let Montana throats roared hoarse hom
age.
go,
reau could arrange frequent tours to Eu-1
McDonnell tossing free throws
I
while h£art beats stopped.
I
call
it
hell.
Now
rope, furnish American colleges with
I The closing rush of tired arms 'and
prominent speakers on national and inter I’ve worked like a slave.
I took what fate and professors gave. weary legs.
national problems as well as afford a clear- I asked no questions,
A basket by Badgley.
ing house for the exchange of ideas and But made my plea,
One by Baird.
And
see
what
I
got
slipped
to
me.
Another by Tanner.
opinions.
Our predictions on the failure of the
proctor system of examinations have thus
far fallen so far below expectation that
wo are anxious to do an about face and
acknowledge our mistake. It is far from
a painful admission, for the removal of
the feature tjj which most objection was
raised—the presence of faculty proctors—
added an Jingle to the system which was
not originally anticipated.
In view of the results obtained during
the. last quarterly examinations the fac
ulty, which has not yet passed on Presi
dent Clapp’s concessions, has little choice
in the matter. It is vital to the success of
the plan, however, that a better system of
organization bo worked out in the near fu
ture, including in it a more satisfactory
means for punishing offenders.__________

The gun.
Fifty-two of us
Have come to know
There’s no “letting” about it—they
The bell
told us to go.
Ivictory.
The deans must have their fun, you
know. They kicked'out the whole
deck, but four were re-admitted.
Must have been the four aces.
Many a dethroned- Valedictorian
Has been beard
To remark
“I never knew how much
High school meant to me
Until
1 lost my scholarship.”

the to

ibrant .with

Fight Montana
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
HAVE HIGH AVERAGE

Averages of the foreign language
department in regard to the grade
curve system run relatively high when
I compared with other University
schools. This grading system is based
Ion the laws of biologic growth and
In other words, what a whale of a I mental development and establishes s
difference in fees a few grade points Igeneral guide for the distribution of
Of far more importance than the poll
make.
grades. It is evident that the curve
will not apply to small classes of
from a standpoint of permanence are the
Free Facts far Fresh
specialists, but since large desses are
results achieved by the World Court con
Don’t think you’re a millionaire greatly in the majority in every de
ference which met at Princeton University,
just because you swallowed a mint.
partment the departmental diatribuI tion should approach this range fairly
December 11 and 12. While the vote of
Iclosely.
Let’s say a prayer
For naughty Nan;
Ted Cockran spent the week-end
Clyde Cook of South hall is 11
Wayne Reese and Lowell Keith
SpokMiss Lesley Vlnal visited
She said to me,
have been placed in the Campus In tonsilitis patient at St. Patrick’s visiting at Stevensville, Darby and I
ne daring the holidays.
“Se’s you're old man.”
Hamilton.
1
hospital.
firmary with mumps.

mingle with little kings and shepherd
boys in creations that seem to be fa
miliar because they are so very or
dinary. Phantoms of childhood de
of
light roam the pages of the Flying
Carpet in a strange and fascinating
way.
Old Youth.
This book is a rare collection of
Coningsby Dawson.
children’s stories by such famous
Cosmopolitan Book Corporation.
authors ns J. M. Barrie, Cynthia As
Price $2.00.
quith, Herbert Asquith and Margaret
Skilful presentation of the thoughts
Kennedy. The tales are so sweet
and emotions of the “older” genera
and delicate that they seem to echo
tion are given in the latest novel of
Coningsby Dawson, author of the the spirit of Peter Pan.
While the book covers a variety
“Coast of Folly” and “The Kingdom
of subjects, the greater number deal
Round the Corner.”
with the everyday life of everyday
The story of “Old Youth” centers
boys and girls, who do and say and
around the charming Mrs. Greenthink the things that have been done
sleeve, a widow, who revolts against
and said and thought by red-blooded
being the “agreeable relation” in her
boys and girls since the beginning of
husband’s family.
time. The language is appealing in
This rather novel idea of dealing
its simplicity, and the pages are most
with the younger generation’s par
attractively illustrated. A keen un
ents in search of youth affords relief
derstanding of childhood fancies forms
from the wornout theme of the jazza solid foundation for the stories.
age, but at the same time keeps in
J. M. Barrie's “Neil and Tintinnabtouch with the trend of modernity,
ulum” is a wonderful tale of the Eng
through
Jacqueline,
independent
lish school boy, told from the pardanghter of Dich Chnunc4y, the hero.
ent's standpoint, with a rare appre
However, the close correlation be
ciation and understanding of the real
tween the action and thoughts of the
two generations is interesting and boy.
Altogether the book is one which
surprising. Eva Greensleeve's and
her sweetheart’s daughter’s love af has been long sought by both parents
and
teachers. It will be appreciated
fairs run along smoothly — inter
by grown ups as well as children, for
spersed conveniently here and there
the
overtones
are not so subtle and
with miiuly humorous setbacks.
the undertones are not so puerile that
And the story comes to a happy
both may not be enjoyed for the genius
conclusion with Eva completely rec
onciled to her family-in-law, her for beneath them.
A. A. Milne's “When We Were
tieth birthday, and the future.
I Very, Very Young1’ spins in so happy
The author offers some good arguI a vein that it is no wonder the little
| raents tempered with a quantity of
ones of today hope for a blessedly
i healthy philosophy as to just why
funny as well as a beautiful world.
Eva and Dick should be fully satis
Although not all of the selections
fied with their age. They have had
were happily brought together in com
the benefit of experience and the apbination, still the result is beyond the
i predation of life that only experience
critical faculty of those for whom it
can bring.
(was intended—far enough beyond to
Some good character portrayals
also stand out in “Old Youth.” Eva Ibe lovely and lovely alone.
herself is humanly faulty and still I The book itself is stoutly bound and
delightfully illustrated by artists who
bookishly captivating. A little French
evidently mused over their subjects.
risque is introduced in the person of
—
Mirthe Bretonnesux, an actress
Dosia Bhults, ex-*28, who withdrew
whom Dick uses as a decoy to exdte
I from school the winter quarter of
Eva's jealousy.
last year because of poor health re
Different and entertaining is this
story of Dawson's—a book that must turned this quarter. Shults was a
numeral man in football and held a
give the young generation an insight
regular berth on the froth basketball
into the minds of their parents.! team.

REVIEWS

Books and Plays

I

The Flying Carpet
Herman Deutach, instructor in the
Charles Scribner’s S obs, N. Y.
History department, has been granted
Price $2.50.
a leave of absence during the spring
“But they lived happily ever af.er I quarter. Mr. Deutsch will do re
in a world that was blessedly beauti-1 search work on his thesis at the
ful and blessedly funny.” New—and I University of Wisconsin. He expects
perhaps a bit more practical—fairies I to return to Montana for the fall
rise by the light of the moon and I quarter.

ird
^Theatre
WE HA V E S A V E D O U R
Each theater, with a few exceptions, uses the entire output of the varloas film
companies with which It Is doing business. NO THEATER IN MISSOULA IS AN
EXCEPTION. Each film company makes mediocre, good and expectional pictures.

w

Now Playing

AL CHRISTE’S
Comedy. Scream

ACES

FOR JAN. , FEB. , M A R C H
Each theater has Its ontstanding pictures. WE HAVE SAVED OURS. We
have ao hesitancy in saying that the pictures w* will show from now until summer,
will be consistently better than any pictures shown in year town.

HERE THEY ARE!
MADAM BEHAVE

She’s a Cousin to “Charley’s Aunt,” Featuring Julian
Eltinge and Ann Pennington

A
T
“The Road to Yesterday
....
C
H “WHAT HAPPENEDTOJONES”
“THE GOOSE WOMAN”
FOR
u

99

She May Be No Lady but She's Highly Entertaining!

“The best picture Cecil B. De Mille has ever made. Bet-

r /r V ll

f

XT

1

••

"An epochal advance is motion picture achievement. The

COMING NEXT SATURDAY

“It is elaborate, and every scene, every Incident, is done in good taste. There is a richness of material and an almost embarrassing amount of fine action.”—Phila. Pub. Ledger

Reginald is always a good bet. The Motion Picture World Says:
with such rapidity that we cannot begin to recall them ail.”

T
H
E
S
E
t

H Q *1

“Real laughs pile upon each other

A Cecil B. De Mille production with H. B. Warner in the amazing crook
story that held New York spell-bound.

“The Cohens and the Kelleys”

Coming to make a nation roar! How could you help but laugh with Charlie Murray as Kelly and George
Sidney as Cohen?

w w^
wjy A mighty epic with a mighty cast—Vera Reynolds,
| / | i a |*a m m a /■I Hobart Bosworth, William V. Mong, Charles Murray
U l C C l 1 I C I C I I C U and Ben Turpin.

“THE WEDDING SONG”
WITH LEATRICE JOY!

“Louis Dresser’s characterization of Rex Beach’s ‘The Goose Woman,’ surpasses anything that has ever
been done on the screen by a woman star.—Chicago T ribune.

A Cecil B. DeMille production from the celebrated stage play,
“Strongheart,” with Rod La Rocque.

Dl dVvllCuiT

“WHISPERING SMITH”

A smashing melodrama of early Montana railroad days from F. Spearman's powerful novel, with H. B.
Warner.

TPl

| *
l nree i*I cicos H
eist p*s* th6recordR
ud<■*,yth*
“THE LAST FRONTIER”
*

M-99

Still in the making and promisee to eur-

play.

THE EPIC OF THE WEST!

“THE PEOPLE vs. NANCY PRESTON”

FOR

T
H
E
S
E
i

When You See One of These Pictures Advertised There Is None Better in Town

Bluebird

Bluebird

Bluebird

Bluebird

Bluebird

Bluebird
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| Students arc advised to attend cer
The Spanish club will meet Wednes- j
tain lectures, and this advice is, as a
day night a t 7 o’clock in room 205 of j
m atter of practice, carefully followed.
Main hall. All students hnvingl5b
But it is strongly emphasized that the
standing in Spanish york are elgible
st
udent is responsible for working out
Do
You
Know
Your
for
membership
and
are
urged
to
Montana Masquers will meet in
Miss Kathleen Eagan of Ronan has
his own salvation, and that his l eachFaculty?
Main hall auditorium this evening at attend meetings.
registered in the University as a
|e
rs
are only to help him to meet a
7:80. Important business pertaining
freshman and is living a t North ball.
Inter-fratCrnity Council meeting j N. B. Beck, who took up his duties
to one-act and major productions of
Lloyd Callison, ex-’28, of Big Sandy test which they do not set, and the
results
of which affect him alone.—
The annual University Press club
the fall and winter quarters will -be tomorrow night at 0 o’clock, Sigma! as instructor in the English depart who withdrew from school last year is
Colorado Silver and Gold.
Chi house.
covered.
ment this fall, attended the University again registered.
I banquet will be given at the Tavern
m
Eddie Reeder, pres. | of Washington, 1919-1025. He re 
Vigil Cowll is a menslc patient at
cafe
in the Wilma building, January
Intercollegiate Spelling Match
ceived his B. A. a t that institution the Campus Infirmary.
Quadrons, senior women’s organiz
The University of Oklahoma held 20, according to an announcement
Beginning Tuesday, January 12, a in 1924 and his M. A. at the end of
ation, will meet Thursday, January
Sigma Phi Epsilon announces the official tryouts this week
t sselect a made by Edgar Reeder, president of
‘It to
14 at the Alpha Zi Delta house, 500 fee of $1.00 will be charged for each the 1925 summer session. He was pledging of Robert Struckman of Big
ti
in the club. The banquet, beginning at
change of enrollment card filed in assistant to the Dean of Men a t the Timber, Thomas Wilson of Roundup, team to represent the tinivei•sity
Eddy Ave., at 5 o’clock.
riling match C:30 p. m., with, a special four-course J
an intercollegiate spelling
the Registrar's office; on or after! University of Washington during the and H erbert Abel of Billings.
against
the
Oklahoma
Aggi
Aggies
which
Tuesday, January 19, this fee will be l
dinner, will be featured by a varied
Joseph A. Sweeney, Missoula, was will be held early in Jamm
AN men's overcoats, hats and caps i
anuarjj.—The program of speeches, music and other
$ 2. 00.
pledged fo Phi Delta Phi, honorary Oklahoma Daily.
which were collected by the women I
entertainment
including
dancing.
law
fraternity,
a
t
a
special
meeting
II.
M.
Keele,
instructor
of
English
during HI Jinx raids last quarter
SENIORS
Prominent journalists, faculty mem
and debate, was a Francis Wnyland held in the Law building Thursday
and which were stored at the Sigma
Freshmen and sophs, gather ye all bers and other friends of the jour
scholar
at
Brown
University
in
1919night.
Sweeney
is
n
member
of
Nu house must be called for this week.
your heavyweights. There is no limit nalism school are Included on the
Seniors entering sol
ins quar20 and was the winner of the Rad- the Sigma Chi fra ternlity.
All clothes uncalled for will be given ter who wish to have
on weights for the frosh-soph tug-ofpictures
cliffe Hicks prize for scholarship at ' Gordon Tucker, ’27, a major in the war. Across the mighty Missoula ten program.
to some charitable organization.
i in the Sentinel must
arrange- j Brown.
School of Journalism, is the fatlieip of students will drag ten other students I Dean A. L. Stone of the Journalism
George Wilson.
Jnnuary
ments a t the office t
school will act as toastmaster.
Mr. Keele entered Illinois in 1920 a son born January 9. The boy will j one week from next Wednesday.
i. Each individual must pay fo
Among the guests who have been
and was graduated in 1923. He was be named Gordon Tucker, Jr.
The Colloquium will meet in the
vii photograph.
asked
to talk are: President C. H.
News
has
been
received
on
the
president of the student body, chairIn one of the most interesting talks
Economics Labratory of the Natural
| man of the Honor commission and de- campus of the marriage of Gertrude Lin the series before the socialist local, Clapp, Mrs. C. II. Clapp, Dr. J. Earl
Science building at 4:15 this afternoon.
•
FOUND
Miller
of the History . department,
jbate captain. He belongs to the fol Karcher, '23, a graduate in the Eng Dr. J. W. _Underwood of the Univers
Professor E. E. Bennett will talk on
lowing fraternities: Phi Beta Kappa, lish department, to Russel Beeson of ity depicted conditions in Berlin and Dr. C. A. Schenck, noted German for
Professor Toxson's book, The History
In front of ASUM store, Wednes
ester,
teaching
in the Forestry school
I Phi Delta Phi, Delta Sigma Rho, Sonora, California.
The wedding the surrounding portion of the Gerof American Frontier.
day afternoon, a coin purse. Owner
Alpha Alpha Alpha, and Na Wan Da. took place January 4 at the home of I man empire immediately preceding the this quarter, Dean T. C. Spaulding,
may have same by calling at Kaimin
head
of
the
School of Forestry;
Following his graduation he was the bride in Kalispell. Mrs. Beeson declaration of war. Dr. Underwood
If those in charge of the
office and identifying.
French T. Ferguson, managing editor
the debate coach a t the University is a member of Alpha Phi sorority. I was one of those who lef
i just of the Missoulian-Sentinel; W alter E.
events associated with Univcrsitty life 1
Sigma Nu announces the pledging before the departure o
of Illinois during the years 1924-25.
will notify Mrs. J. E. Miller th ATC,A- 1
FOUND
Christenson, editor of the New North- '
I of George Huber, Helena, Thomas
His home is at Monticello, Illinois.
day of the week previous to the
west; Robert Ilousman of the Jour
Duncan, Missoula, and .Charles M.
event, persons interested will be
A small gold fountain pen, initials
nalism
school faculty, and O. S. Wor
Spencer,
Danielson,
Conn.
Because of the refusal of the Mon
notified through the University calen L.R.S. Owner may have same by I Carl Click, director of dramatics at
the University, attended the Univers- L. Beulah Gagnon is back on the tana Aggie basketball team to play a den, editor of the Great Falls Trib
dar.
calling at. Kaimin office.
une.
I
campus
after
being
confined
to
St.
Iity of Montana during the years 1911[ third contest, the Grizzlies claim the
The Press chib banquet has grown
Patrick’s hospital for several days championship of Montana, which has
Dinner guests of Mrs. Theodore 1914. lie received his B. S. degree
Students who are candidates for a
.with a severe cold.
| been held by the State College since- as a tradition of the Journalism school
degree or certificate at the end of Brantley at North hall last evening from Northwestern University in
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert P o rter were | the oldest inhabitant first, saw a bns- and lias been in existence as the big
1915.
the spring quarter must file applica were Dean Harriet Scdman, Chan
In 1913 Mr. Glick was first vice- dinner guests a t the Sigma Chi house : ketball game. This gives the Griz social event of that department for
tions in the Registrar's office not cellor Brannon, W. B. Rhodes, L. A.
Sunday.
zlies clean sweep as champions of the past 10 years. I t is fashioned
later than Thursday, January 14. De Foot and M. 0 . Deitrich, members president of the Woodrow Wilson
Helen Aiken visited Dorothy and Montana in every department of a th  after the famous Gridiron banquet of
layed applications are subject to a fee of the State Board of Education, and League of College Men. In 1914 he
Washington, D. C. All students en- j
Louise Talbott in Butte during the letics played.
was
president
of
the
Dramatic
club
I President 0 . H. Clapp.
of $5.00.
rolled in courses in the School of
and a member of the W riter’s club at Christmas holidays.
Jack Corette, of Butte, who en I On a recent visit to Chicago, Dr. Journalism are eligible to attend the
INorthwestern. He also took on act
tered
the
University
this
quarter,
was
Bailey Willis, professor of geology at function.
ive p a rt in the productions of the
Tickets for the affair at $1.50 a
a luncheon guest at the Sig house Stanford University, found it neces
Dramatic club.
today.
sary to have his picture in New York plate may be purchased from Ann NilI From 1915-1917 Mr. Glick was in| structor of dramatics a t Fairmount
on short notice, so had one sent to son in the Journalism shack.
$ 1 .0 0

Who’s Who

NOTICES

l

On the Campus

SET FOR NEXT WEEK

New York by telephotography.
The picture message traveled over
931 miles of telegraph wire, and was
completed in seven and oiie-half min
utes. The work was done by the
can now he furnished in two eizee and printed
On Chinese Topic
in your College or Fraternity color.
American Telephone and Telegraph
The Oregon Agricultural CollegeLARGE SIZE
NOTE SIZE
company; and the picture ns repro
University of Oregon dual debate on
100 Sheets 7)4x10%
200 Sheets 6x7
duced at the receiving end is identical
the
question
Resolved,
that
foreign
50 Envelopes 3%x7J4 100 Envelopes 3%x6
with the one from which the message
Drawings by the a rt students are
nations should immediately relinquish was made up.
Sheets are printed in top center with name and
being exhibited this week in the Main
and address in 3 lines with or without college
their governmental control in China,
Dr. Willis says that recent discov hall studio by Professor Clifford Rie
seal o r fraternity crest in upper left corner. En
except that usually oxercised over eries and inventions arc making it
velopes are printed on flaps with name and ad
del!, head of the A rt department.
dress. Paper is high grade 24-lb.B ond. If seal
consuls and legations, was held De
only on large sheets, position is top center:
p&ssoble to send these pictures much This is the ninth exhibit of the year
cember 9.
Governor Walker M.
for small sheets upper l o t corner. Send $1.00
'Louise Eckley, who finished school Pierce of Oregon presided at Corval clearer than was possible at first, and and is composed of more than 350
till and 14c in stamps, or money order for SI. 14,
or personal check
a t the end of the fall quarter with lis, while Dr. James H. Gilbert of the that the newspapers will soon make drawings, a portion of the 5,000 drawblue. red. purple. . ___ ____
a major in business administration, I economics department of the univers- wider use of this method of obtaining I ings submitted last quarter. The dis
color of ink and size wanted.
has left for Helena where she will be I ity was chairman at Eugene.—Oregon jpictures than is now being done.—The play is open to the public and all
Collegiate Stationery Co.
Daily Palo Alto.
those interested in art.
employed for the coming year in the Emerald.
3 0 4 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
Elementary design displays illus
State land office.
*
[ Captain E rnest Nevers’ sweater trate the four qualities which all a rt
Phi Beta Kappa
with “Number 1” on its back will be
Celebration of the one hundred and | placed in the trophy room and here- I work of merit should have, namely,
forty-ninth anniversary of the found | after no Stanford football player will line, beauty of proportion, fine color
ing of Phi Beta Kappa a t William | be permitted to wear No. 1, accord- arid point value, and composition or
arrangement, according to Mr. Rie
and Mary College was observed at n !
del!. Color charts illustrating color
banquet a t 6 o’clock December 5, at Ii tive committee.
I
proportion and .what colors go to-,
the Faculty club. Nearly 100 m em -! This h(
Ne
bers attended.—The Oklahoma Daily. in recognition of his inspiring leader get her were on display.
The elementary drawing group, in
ship, his remarkable piayiif&, his troducing brush work; includes an
Will Debate Montana
splendid spirit, and his true sports imals, landscapes and brush and ink
A debate with the University of manship. Never before has a Stan
drawings. Animals are the easiest
Montana, an ancient rival of Gonford athlete received the distinction
zaga, has been accepted by Father of haring his sweater kept ns a per to draw of this group, landscapes next
P. J. O’Rielly, S. J., head of the eje- manent trophy and his numerul kept and figures the most difficult. Selfbating department of Gonzagn. Many from the football jerseys.—The Daily expression and individuality is the
aim of this type of work and students
old men are out for debate, and have Palo Alto.
are not allowed to copy any work but
been showing up wpll in the prelim
photographs. In copying from pho
inary tryouts.—Gonzaga Bulletin.
Due to an inadvertent reference to tographs the student must supply his
the element of chance in an adver own brush work and so develop his
Oldest Journalism School
tisement that appeared in Friday’s
The oldest journalism school in the Emerald, th at issue of the paper was own brush stroke. Still life draw
United States, founded in 1859, at I barred from the mails. The error was ings, also included among the ele
Washington and -Lee University, when noticed too late to make a correc mentary drawings, are grouped under
Robert E. Lee was president, has tion, with the result that mail sub three heads, the flat drawings with
recently been re-established.—Colo scribers will be unable to receive no perspective, those with perspective
and simple color, and those with per
rado Silver and Gold.
; copies-of the Friday paper.—The O r spective and shading.
egon Emerald.
Five-minute brush and ink sketches,
Helen Wills
self portraits, silhouettes and draw
I Helen Wills, national women’s ten
Where motorized power is virtually unknown, men toil yet accomings from life were shown from the
pliah little. The United States has over one-quarter electrical
nis
champion,
and
an
arts
student
nt
horsepower installed per capita. Japan, leading country o f the
work of the advanced students.
the University of California, was reOrient, has but .04 horsepower. Electric shovel and storage battery
college, Wichita, Kansas. He direct
ed a Community theater at Waterloo,
[Iowa, in 1917-1920, and in 1920-1923
Ihe wrote for various magazines, some
Iof his works appearing in Poet Lore,
Bookman, The W riter, Drama, Smart
Set and the anthology, “A Treasury
|of Plays for Men/’ From 1923-1925
Mr. Glick was director of the Players’
Iclub and an instructor in English lit
erature at the University of Colo
rado.

‘Collegiate1Stationery

A rt Exhibit Displays \
Work Done \
During Fall Quarter

Other Campuses

W o r k w ith o u t T o il
Q -S Motorized Power—
an ideal combination of
electric motor and con
trol properly fitted to the
individual task—is at
work ^ the world-over,
relieving workers more
and more for better and
more profitable pursuits.
A new series of G-E ad
vertisem en ts show ing
what electricity is doing
in many fields will be
sent on request.
Ask for Booklet GEK-1.

Ten or tw elve hours a day toils the coolie. If he
carries all he can, he m oves one ton one mile in
one day. For that he receives tw enty cents.
Cheap labor! Y et compared w ith our American
worker, receiving at least twenty-five tim es as much
for an eight-hour day, the coolie is expensive labor.
In America we move one ton one m ile for less than
one cent. The coolie, working b y hand, accomplishes
little; while the American, with electricity’s aid,
accomplishes much.
P lenty o f electricity and cheap electricity —these
are tw o great advantages which America enjoys
over the rest o f the world. W hile our present gener
ating capacity is 20,600,000 kilowatts, new develop
m ents call for 3,000,000 kilow atts more per year.
To college m en and women— potential leaders—will
fall the d u ty o f finding more and still more work
for electricity, w ith less and still less toil for our
workers. For the task is b ut begun!

GENERAL ELECTRIC
(1NI8AI

ELECTRIC

COMPANY,

_

SCHENECTADY,

I cently elected to Phi Beta Kappa, at
the beginning of her junior year. She
stood high in the group of eleven
which received the key.—Silver and!
Gold.
Edit Rural Paper
The journalism students nt the
Kansas State Agricultural college are
divided into teams of five, and each
team will publish one weekly paper of
I the state. The innovation comes as
part of the work in the course in
"urnl press, a class designed to pre
pare students to work in the offices
►
f Kansas rural newspapers. The
first, team went to Alma. Kansas, over
the week-end and handled the news,
idvertising. and editorials, and super
vised the mechanical work on the
fVlinu Enterprise, one of the oldest
weekly n
tin
The Kuns
New Honor System
At Swarthmore college, Swarthmore, Pa., a plan that is novel in this
country is being tried in an attempt
to create a greater sense of responsi
bility in the students. The system is
known as the “honor system,’’ but it
is quite different from the plan
usually implied by that term.
F o r the first two years the prospec
tive honor student goes throbgh the
same courses of studies prescribed for
all. At the end of that time, how
ever, if he shows exceptional ability,
he is permitted to enter the honor
classes. The duty of the honor stu
dent is to prepare himself in two
years in the field outlined. He is
given entire freedom concerning
whether he shall attend classes. All
courses and lectures In the college are
open to him, but no record is taken or
kept of his attendance, and he is not
expected to take the tests or semester
examinations.

Shoes Dyed Black or
Brown
We Do Shoe Shining

ANDERSON
S H O E SHOP
‘‘•Satisfaction Guaranteed’’
Phone 1379 W 449 N. Higgins

OUR WORK GIVES
SATISFACTION
(Marcel 75 Cents)
CAROLINE WILLIAMS
435 Eddy Avenue

Florence Hotel

Barber Shop
and
BEAUTY PARLOR
(Ladies' Hair cutting)
For Appointment Phone 331

Thos. F. Farley
GBOCEBIES
Phones: 5 3 -5 4 .5 5

Butte Cleaners
“Kleaners That Klean”
A. PETERSON, Prop.
Phone 500
Auto Delivery

I Student

j

locomotive are shown at a completely electrified open-pit coat mine,
at Colatrip, Montana.

QUALITY
Shoe Repairing

SALVAGED

She H r« Survive i Many a
Winter—But Alas!

D r. A . G. W h a le y
Eyes Examined

There she stands .
. broken
hearted, b-r-oi-k-e-n h-e-ii-r -t-e-d.
One eye oin the ground and the
other raised in silent soi•row, she
waits in vain> for the lioninge that
slants a t a rakish angle beneath her
tilted headdress. Flat footed from
limping down the by-ways of life She
waits for the peace that comes to
those who have suffered quietly.
How many times she has glided up
to a group of congenial spirits and
single-handedly carried the party to
success. Often she has staggered
down the street, and wandered about
the oval.
She bus known love . . . has list
ened to whispered words of adoration.
She has heard the soft gurgle of
wine in back alleys. She has felt the
satisfaction of paint, carefully ap
plied. She has known words of praise
and terms of derision.
And now . . she stands and waits
dripping wet. The
-snowbound
old fraternity bug.

Mercantile Co.
“Phone for Food”

Groc. 610-611 Meat 423

HE KNOWS HOW

WHO?

Jak es Tailor Shop
Cleaning
Pressing
Repairing
107 W. Main

Phone 7S

The PO W D E B P U F F
Beauty Shoppe
Mrs. Harmon

Mrs. Dean

ROOM 210, HAMMOND BLOCK
Phone 676 J

HEBBICK’S FAMOUS
ICE CBEAM AND
SHEBBETS
“Yes, We Make Punch”

Glasses Fitted

Treatments Given for Muscular
Trouble
305 Smead-SImons Bldg.
Phone 181

First National Bank
OF MISSOULA

Watches, Diamonds and Jewelry
Watch Repairing a Specialty

Montana’s Oldest National Bank

C. L. W O R K IN G

ESTABLISHED 1873

(Always Working)
122 N. Higgins
Phone 84-R

J

4% Interest and National Bank
Protection for Your Savings

M issoula Laundry Co.
The John R. Daily Co.
We Do Ordinary Mending and
Darning

Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in
FRESH AND SALT MEATS
FISH, POULTRY and
OYSTERS

Hot Dogs, Hamburger and
Beer

Packers of

at the

MISSOULA CLUB

HAMS, BACON, LARD
Phones 117-118
I I MI S W. Front

Miller’s Barber Shop

Finest Home Prepared Things to.
Eat

SHOES FOB MEN
Shoe Repairing of Quality
306 North Higgins Are.

B0URDEAU

DaCo

and
BEAUTY PARLOR

The Coffee Parlor Cafe

Under First National Bank
Phone 1740 for Appointment

Soda Fountain in Connection
Open from 7 a. m. until 11:30 p. m.

THE

4

MONTANA

KAIMIN

Tuesday, January 12, 1926

The first meeting Of the South hail
tussle, Overturf and Sam Kain getJan. 15—Washington State at Pullclub this quarter will be he!d Tues
ting their first taste of Varsity caging, man.
day evening.
For the Saints Jovick, forward, and
Jan. 10.—Idaho at Moscow.
Reardon, guard, fought hard until the
Jan. 18—Washington at Seattle,
final whistle, and at times displayed I Jan. 10—Oregon at Eugene,
Back at the old grind, but cur tack seems easy when compared with that
real class. They were in every play, Jan. 20—Oregon Aggies at Corof the Grizzly hoopstere. They will carry the copper, silver and gold into “I’m Sitting on the Top of
thc stock, black-headed guard racing vallis.
five terrific conference battles in six nights this week-end and the fore part
the World”
all over the floor. Each of this pair
Jan. 22—Gonzaga at Spokane,
of next week. Then to round out the tour they will engage Gonzaga on the
Sung by Art Hickman
Plenty of torrid tussles—enough eighth evening.
registered six points. Haggerty, the
Jan. 29—Washington State at Missatisfy the m ost exacting of basonly veteran on the Saints’ team, and soula.
at
.'Stewart's. Men Come From O’Rourke,
itbail’s fandom—should be seen durcenter, also showed well.
Feb. 6—Gonzaga at Missoula.
•
“Oli, how we miss you.” That’s to be sung to Oscar Dahlberg, who has
Behind to Beat Saints
not known [ ing February when the school teams
Jovick Starts Scoring
| Feb. 9—M.S.C. (It
SMITH’S
DRUG
played his three years of Varsity basketball. The guard problem is causing
in Slow Game
After a slow sta rt Jovick i lipped I whether the first game will be played | tangle for the intra-mural bunting
no little anxiety in the Grizzly camp. Sweet and Sterling are the only vet
one in from under the ring. Montana) at Bozeman .or Missoula.)
captured by the Journalists last year.
eran defensive men Coach Stewart has, and because of Sweet’s weak ankle
According to pre-season dope, this
missed frequently, and Reardon tossed I Feb. 12—Idaho at Missoula.
he can be used only part of the time.
After trailing Mount St. Charles accurately from the front. Bancy
Feb. 19—M.S.C. at ?
I division of the pumpkin-passers’
Feb. 22—Washington at Missoula league should offer lots of smart
31-9 at half time Montana’s cagers broke loose for a side flip for the
The Saints came near furnishing more than a “practi<
But
Will board a girl student for $25
imported enough in the final period to Grizzlies’ first tally, and he was fol-1 Feb. 27—Oregon Aggies at Mis- caging. The Hodges, Brittenham, |
or less, giving her all the privi
« xb their opening hoop contest 33-21 lowed by. Coyle ,who sped in to lift j toula.
Morrow, Blair and others of fast cal that’s the way all easy games go.
leges of home for a little help.
fcst Saturday night. The teamwork one through. Reardon netted from
iber arc on the campus and should do
Frosh floor stocks were boosted somewhat by the return to school, of I
Mrs. W. L. SHOVELL
jaud passing, as in most small practice under the basket. Carney went in
their bit. Several of the teams got
ig«B«s prior to the official opening of for Iliman and Kelly for Coyle. Ba157 Burlington Ave. Phone 1434 M
under way la s taqnarter and are now Callison and Shults, both of whom made their numerals in football.
*f«e conference season, were below ney got an easy one from the side,
q
•
*
y-'i • j waiting for the gun. There is a
Some oritlcs have been mothering the idea that the Grizzlies must be
lepzlar Grizzly standards.
B e g i n s L o n g L i n n e t wealth of frosh material that may be
but Jovick retaliated. More substi
Coach Stewart, in commenting on tutions followed. The passing was
___ ____ _
Ja major factor iu copping the title rotten basketballers because they didn’t win all of their barnstorming trip
games. Coach Stewart says, "The results of the tour mean nothing; the
game, says, “I have hardly ever slow and there was no apparent |
flag.
real purpose of such a trip is to discover as many faults as possibll before
Freshman basketball practice was
mat one of those small games that teamwork. O’Rourke snapped a runVarsity Men Barred
di&rt turn out poorly. Easy games nmg heave through the nets. Iliman started in earnest with the opening of
Men on the Varsity squad are big games. The idea is to experiment, net to win games."
a re always the hardest to i>lay, par- caged one from the front, and the the winter quarter, scrimmages being barred from intra-mural play, but
Have Your Skates Sharpened at
Now is the time to take the ru st off the old skates and the kinks
rtwsTarly in basketball, because if you half ended with the fans resting un- held on Monday, Tuesday and Thurs- freshman first-stringers may play if
WALT'S REPAIR SHOP
draft go fast you can’t go any other easily because of the Saints’ two-point dhy nights and Wednesday, Friday there arc no conflicting outside games out of the hack. The municipal skating rink opens tonight.
112 W. Main St.
Phone 950 R
Mwr. It was a typical practice game.” lead.
and Saturday afternoons.
scheduled for them. Each team will
Coyle Stars
Oh, for a chance to turn professional!
Coach Harry Adams, director of play all other entrants and in case
Montana came into her form early
commanded the limelight as in the second period, and stayed in intra-mural athletics, cut the squad of a tie the play-off will be held the
ffitr as shooting went, tallying five long enough for Coyle and Iliman to Monday from 30 to 18 men and this night of the last scheduled game. *
“The matter of coaches applying for the vacancy here is purely a con
in *a the floor and two from the gift register six goals to take the Varsity group will be kept in uniform until
Boxing and wrestling preliminaries fidential affair, and it would be unfair to applicants to give out publicity con
{lore. He showed plenty of speed and beyond danger. Then Haggerty sunk tho end of the season, When the will be held the first p art of thisT cerning them,” said President Clapp when asked for information concerning
os 'blossoming as one of the raain- one, followed by Kelly’s set-up. Jo freshmen were playing in the inter- quarter. The M dub will take charge the selection of a new mentor. However, a large number of applications
Barber and Beauty Parlor
muj* of the quintet. Iliman, Coach vick flashed in for an over-hand flip, class tournament last quarter 55 men of the final cauliflower and wry-neck have been received, some of which are from unusually capable men. After
Shrwart’s smooth, effective and cool- and O'Rourke netted one. Kain sub reported for practice, but a cut in harvest a t their yearly tournament' all of tho “sifting” is done Proxy will make his recommendation to Chan
Service That Gratifies
iftaded pivot man, sank three field stituted for Iliman, and soon regis the squad then kept many from sometime in March. Mermen will cellor Brannon and the state board of education.
136 Higgins
XMtls and a free throw to take sec tered from the side. Kelly tossed a answering the call this year.
have a chance to disport themselves
ond scoring honors. Haney, Kelly pretty side shot, and Reardon dribbled
Bowling is getting its grip on some of the tong houses, and already
Games will be played with the and annex individual honors in water
■asi Kain each scored two counters. in to count from in front. Overturf Montana State frosh, Idaho Tech, contests in March, and the fencers some of them have started to arrange schedules. The last week-end the
T«s Grizzlies were sent into the took Coyle’s place. Kain tallied again Missoula high and Loyola, and other will attempt to find a champ about Sig Eps dropped three in a row to the Phi Sigs. Here are the results:
Scores
Scores
Phi Sigs
games are being arranged now by the same time. I t promises to be a Sig Ep Team
from the side just before the finis.
. 177
154
126
Schilling ............. 134
114
Bishop ..........
165
Grizzlies
F.G. F.T. P.F. Pts. Adams who expects to have a schedule quarter a fast and furious action.
187
159
197
162
132
Coyle* f ......
2
2 12 of some 10 or 12 tussels for the
Definite schedules for girls’ basket Fields ............... . 201
.
104
III
Sehroeder
........
168
148
141
Jones ................... 151
2
2
The Hertz Cars
Kelly, f ........
ball this quarter a ie not completed,
0
4 yearlings.
109
134
198
Borggron ............. 161
151
Following are the men on the squad: according to Miss Laux, head of the Pago .................. . 174
2
Baney, f ...... ___.2
0
6
DRIVURSELF CAR CO.
140
141
140
140
Barry ................... 192
7 Lewis T. Davis,Clack, Sullivan, Perey, women’s physical education depart- Dummy ............ . 140
Iliman, c .......
1
0
104 W. Spruce
Phone 95
The Sigma <?U8 will meet the Phi Sigs next Saturday Sunday the Sig
Sweet, g ...... ....... .0
0
0
0 Wendt, Shults, Huber, S. Stewart,-| ment.
Sterling, g .. ....... .0
0
1
Sororit schedules will be voted on Eps will engage the Sigma Nus and it is possible that there w 11 be a game
0 Haines, Flightner, Ross, Callison,
between
the
Phi
Delts
and
the
Phi
Bigs
on
Sunday.
Keil,
Shocking.
Fogarty.
Smith
and
S. Kain, f .... ........ 2
0
0
4
today or tomorrow and Miss Laux
Carney, c ..... .......0
0
0
0 Ahlgren.
will arrange the inter-class games in
Berg, £ ....... ..... _.o
The fallacy of rating teams according to games won and lost creeps out
0
0
0
the near future. Members of the
Overturf, J .. ....... .0
0
0
0
inter-class teams will be picked from in the final standings of the P. G. C. Although Idaho and Washington State
That More Students Are Eating
Saints
rank higher in the percentage column than Montana, their elevens are not
F.G. F.T. P.F. Pts.
the basketball classes.
at the
Murphy, f .... ....... 0
any stronger potentially. Here’s how they ended the season:
1
1
1
Basketball Schedule
School
Won
Lost
Pet.
Haggerty, f ..
,.2
0
0
4
February 1—journalism vs. Phar
Washingtoi
0
1.000
0
1
6 Poker Players Find Santa macy; Business Ad vs. Forestry.
2
Stanford .
.800
O’Rourke, c
0
1
4
February 4—Arts and Science vs.
a Reality
m m am
U. S. C. ...
Gannon, g .... .......0
.000
0
0
0
Law; Business Ad vs. Pharmacy.
f i t Mats
O. A. O. .
Reardon, g. ... ___.3
.600
3
0
6
February 8—Journalism vs. F o r
California
After three days of practice this . Since the afternoon when Cain estry; Arts and Science vs. Business
.500
held four aces against Abel’s straight
Idaho ___ _
week tlie Grizzlies will leave for their
.500
Ad.
flush a fairly decent amount of water
six-game road trip Thursday evening.
.400
W. S. C. .
February 11—Pharmacy vs. F o r
has passed down the sewer. Likewise,
Montana
.200
They will play five Coast conference
a goodly number of poker hands have estry; Journalism vs. Business Ad.
Oregon ....
0
.000
games in six days, and on the eighth
February 15—A rts and Science vs.
changed
the
destinies
of
human
day will meet Gonzaga, making six
Journalism;
Business
Ad
vs.
Law.
ciphers. However, as Bob Service
hard battles in eight days. The
February 18—Forestry vs. Arts
Ruth James, ’23, a major in Home Mrs. Keyes is a member of Alpha Phi
Grizzly squad is the only one in the says, “the northern lights have seen and Scieucc Journalism vs. Law.
Buy an enlargement at the
Economics, was married December sorority.
strange bights but . . . .” ,
conference playing five big contests
February 23-r-Pharmacy vs. Arts 30 to Ray Keyes of Corvallis, Mon—
—■ regular price and we will
In a fraternity house on Gerald
on one trip. Because of more ftfrand Science Law vs. Forestry.
tana. The wedding was at the home Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert P o rte r*w ere; give you another for one
avenue the lights Jeered dowrn on
tunate locations no other team will
February 25—Law vs. Pharmacy; of the bride’s parents in Anaconda, guests at the Sigma Chi house Sunday. cent.
worshipers at the sacred shrine of
engage in more than four tilts on a
tie play-off if necessary.
Jacksorbettcr. Shaking hands slowly
tour.
All games at 7:30 p. m.
‘W i t h
turned the cards that slid snakeishly
Coach Stewart is driving him men
from the deck. Stiff lips bluffed with
McKAl ART COMPANY
in the perfection of the short pass,
AX INNOVATION—
the audacity of men awaiting the
pivoting offense and the slide defense,
Milk Shakes and Ice Cream Sodas
electric chair.
which, contrary to common belief, is
One stack of reds and whites and
“Any Flavor—All the Time”
not the five-man defense. If perfect- 1 , ,
.
,
, ..
v, , ...
. . ; blues steadily mounted
the
ed, the slide defense is the most c f-1 ___,_
. ____
T H E CHIM NEY CORNER
Found
in
Coniines
of
mask of the owner triumphed over
fective there is. I t is used by some
(Across From North Hall)
Journalism Shack
his less talented competitors.
of the leaders of the Big Ten like
The gray of dawn above Mount
Kansas and Illinois. The coach says:
Sentinel
spread
fanciful
figures
on
,
,
. . .
.i
couple hundred years ago or
“I t is really an eastern style of de ,.
the Bleeping houses ns the chairs of | mnybe foui% poor-XJeSoto was stumbfense.”
the poke pla
slid back and their ling around in the Everglades of
Here is the Grizzly hoop schedule:
of High Grade 3-Hole
tired ey
ed t
an the spotted Florida looking for a drink. I t may
START THE QUARTER RIGHT BY SEEING
Paper for 50c at
cards.
have been that he was trying to
Then,
that game founded on the escape the real estate men, but on
I supremacy of nobility, there arose a that point history is quite quiet But,
A. Stirring Story of Life’s Other Side—
99
new situation. Sam McGee would to make a long trail short, he didn’t
have turned over in his bar.) ,®n | find his fountain of eternal foolish
Lake LaBarge and the northern light ness and one night when he was on
turned to a deadly green if they had the Mississippi river he fell overboard
known the strange sights the Missoula nd his heirs fell to dividing his deplayed by the
Electric Light and Power company I mise t)le next day
I lights were being permitted to w it-! This Cbristiuastule while all good
Your Party Will Be a Success
nesS.
journalists, and also the others,
If You Serve
j Carefully tjie winner divided his j were hanging up their darned sox and
o
hard won gain into as many pit ®8 j hoping that Santa would leave a pint
there has been opponents. “There’i or maybe two, the genial red-nosed
your money,” he declared majestically gentleman from Perry’s north pole
Tom Moore and Eileen Percy are the two
“I don’t want it.” Amidst unsteady played a trick on the boys right here
“The Ship” will stir the water of your intellect.
wild 'tins who are tamed with love.
silence he strode from the room.
Come and rack your brains. It is better than
in the Journalism shack.
They’re bad, but you’ll like ’em.
“Hurrah for Barnuni!” shouted tin
golf. And when you reach the noble, inspiring
When the scribes took another
We Furnish Bowl, Glasses and
heaviest loser ns he. gathered up tin Bromo Seltzer and galloped up to the
Glenn Tryon in
ending of this new play, applaud the enterprise
Ladle FREE With Each Order
nearest stack of coin.
—
shack to divulge all the dirt they

INTRA-MURAL TEAMS
CLASH III FEBRUARY

SPORTY-VENTS

GIRLS

Frosh Hoop Squad

Skating Is Good

T H E R A IN B O W

Rent Cars
Why Is It

EUCHERED

Hi School Candy Shop?

ENLARGEMENTS
for 1 Cent

EVERLASTING
WHISPER.

TONY, d ir wonder horse

LOST YOUTH

100 SHEETS

T

Under
the
Rour'e

SHIP

he
HE

Moroni Olsen
Players

‘MADAME SANS JANE’

Pmlto

NOW

EAT YOUR WAFFLES
at
Wedgwood's Cafe
13(! North Higgins Ave.

The Office Supply Co.

Phone £3

“U” MEN
Spring Caps in the new Shapes and Patterns—

$2—
N ew O x fo rd s
New Styles and Colors, Featured Here at, Pair

$4.85

Yandt & Dragstedt Company
Near N. P. Depot
“THE HOME OF FRAT CLOTHES"

picked up over the holidays, they
•found a one-legged drinking fountain,
which was just what DeSoto was look
ing for, sitting right up in the hall
way of Marcus Cook hall. It was a
Writes Right on a Right nice new- enameled one, too, with a
pbifce to souse the head, if necessary.
Handed Chair
Anyhow, you just ask any of these
Long rows of chairs with heads held I h e re '‘journalists if they believe in
stiffly front testified that the new | Santa and they’ll give you the real
JTniyersity examination system was j low down, no fooling.
functioning in perfect order.
Yet, near the back of the gym
nasiums one figure s a t' with head
twisted to the rear. It was like a
graveyard where one tombstone had
turned the cold shoulder to bis mates. |
Symmetry held sway over all but that
Twelve Montana cities and towns
one misshapen chuir.
Consultation and dissension broke will be- included in the itinerary of
loose near the front door where the the University Glee club on its 1926
magnates of the faculty payroll guided tour, according to word received from
the destinies of those who wrote so the business office.
Deer Lodge, the first city on the
hopelessly. At lost, one of them
the Gle
moved silently down the aisles and list. ill Ik
club on
tapped the occupant of the chair on March 8. The dates of the other con
the shoulder; “Turn around,” he certs and the cities in which they will
be held are ns follows:
ordered.
March 4, Butte: Ma»ch 15. Liv
“Turn around," echoed the subject
of the command. “How the blank | ingston; March 6, Big Timber; March
blank is a left-handed guy to wi
7, Columbus; March 8, Billings:
March 9. Rotindun ltentative); March |
on ft right-handed chair?”
10, Harlowton; March 11, LewisSigma Alpha announces the pledging town : March 12. Great Falls: March I
of Ernest Nelson and Blair Sprinkle 13, Helena; March 17, Missoula.
of Dillon,. ^Arthur Peat and Phillip
“The mixed Glee club will also give
Marks of Missoula' and Theodore a concert iu Missoula about April 9,”
says Helen Newman, business man- j
Pahubeck of Plentywood.
ager.
Kappa Kappa Gamma announces
the pledging of Marion Sehroeder of
Bruce McKennan and Professor H.

SOUTH PAW

of the Moroni Olson Players, who give it to you
before Broadway patrons have it.

LIBERTY THEATER
Wednesday, Jan. 13
Prifces:

Varsity Songsters
Tour State in March

MtaflniilA

nnri

M n rM re t

S lw m n

rxf I

Majestic
Fruit Juice Punch

8:15 P. M.
75c, $1.00, $1.50

Phone 252
We Deliver
MAJESTIC BOTTLING CO.

Scbramm-Hebard Meat Co.
Fresh and Salt Meats, Fish,
Poultry and Oysters
417 North Higgins

COMING MARCH 23

“FRIEND HANNAH’
Paul Kester’s Romance of Kings and
Quaker Maids

Instruction Given in Polychrome
and Plastic Art
LINGERIE
ART GOODS and NOVELTIES

“Forget-Me-Not Shoppe”
BERNICE K. WEINKE
Humble Apts.
Cor. 6th-Higgins

MEET ME AT

Kelley*s Cigar Store
S ODA

Where All the Boys Meet
FOUNT AI N IN C O N N E C T I O N

HopkinsT ransfer Co.
Phone 38

“WE HURRY”
Florence Hotel Lobbv

Florence Stratton
Josephine Polgrean

Claire Beauty Shop
Florence Hotel Block Phono 1941

OUR WORK IS OUR BEST
RECOMMENDATION

METROPOLE BARBER SHOP
(Basement B. & H. Jewelry Shop)
Fine Hair Cutting Is Our Specialty

